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Abstract
We consider a FIFO multiplexer fed by flows that are individually constrained by arrival curves, and look
for the best possible arrival curve for every output flow. This problem arises in scenarios where aggregate
multiplexing is performed, such as differentiated services or front ends to optical switches. We obtain an
exact result for a fluid model and for piecewise linear concave arrival curves, which are common in practice
and correspond to combinations of leaky buckets. Our results show that previous methods do not obtain
tight bounds, unlike our finding here.
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Introduction

We consider a FIFO multiplexer fed by flows that are individually constrained by arrival curves. This scenario
arises in scenarios where aggregate multiplexing is performed such as : internet differentiated services [4, 13, 8,
2], or front ends to optical switches [18]. Multiplexing several flows into a FIFO scheduler causes an increase in
the burstiness of every flow. Capturing this effect is important in order to properly dimension buffers in complex
scenarios where multiplexers are interconnected. However, it is not easy to capture the burstiness increase due
to FIFO multiplexing, and this does not appear to be done in a general setting. Partial results indicate that, on
one hand, in some cases, FIFO multiplexing may lead to instability, even when the maximum utilization is less
than 1 [1, 12]. On the other hand, under some strict conditions on source rate or on multiplexing architecture,
one can find explicit delay and burstiness bounds for a FIFO ATM network [16, 9, 10].
Our problem is to quantify the worst case burstiness increase due to FIFO multiplexing. More precisely, given
the set of arrival curve constraints for the input flows, we would like to find arrival curve constraints that apply
to the output flows, and that are as tight as possible. In this paper, we present a first step in this direction. We
consider piecewise linear concave arrival curves, which are common in practice and correspond to combinations
of leaky buckets. We take a fluid approach, and leave packetization effects for further study; these effects are
likely to impact our results by one maximum packet size [7, 15]. We find a worst case bound when the FIFO
node is a constant rate server. We illustrate our bound numerically and by simulation.
We compare our bound to previous ones. A method based on a service curve approach, was proposed in [10]
and further developed in [17], Chapter 6. If the arrival curve constraints are defined by a single leaky bucket,
∗
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these bounds coincide with ours. However, in the general case where we have for example both peak rate and
sustainable rate limitations, this does not hold any more, and the bounds in [10, 17] are not tight in that case.
This shows also that the method of service curves may not provide tight bounds for FIFO multiplexing, in
general.
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 gives our assumption and notation. Section 3 gives our main
result. In Section 4 we give some simulation results that confirm our results. Section 5 compares our result
with the state of the art. The proof of our main result relies on a number of technical lemmas, which are given
in the Appendix.

2

FIFO Aggregate Scheduling: Model and Notation

In this section we describe our model and assumption. We consider I flows, served as one aggregate in a
constant rate server, with rate R. Aggregation of all flows is done in a FIFO manner. Call Ai (t) the input
function, which is defined as the number of bits observed on flow i at the input between 0 and t. Similarly,
let Bi (t) be the output function. We assume that Ai (t) is left-continuous, which does not appear to be a loss
of
is as follows. Let A(t) =
Igenerality. In this framework, the input-output characterization of our system 
I
A
(t)
be
the
aggregate
input
function;
the
aggregate
output
function
B(t)
=
i=1 i
i=1 Bi (t) is given by [6]
A(t) = inf A(s) + R(t − s)
0≤s≤t

For any time t, define v(t) by
v(t) = sup{s such that s ≤ t and A(s) ≤ B(t)}

(1)

The time v(t) is interpreted as the minimum of t and the arrival time of the first bit leaving after t. Then the
input-output characterization is: for all i
(2)
Bi (t) = Ai (v(t))
We assume that input flow i is constrained by an arrival curve αi , in other words [11]
for all t, s such that s ≤ t : Ai (t) − Ai (s) ≤ αi (t − s)

(3)

and our problem is, for a given set of arrival curves αi (t), to find the best possible arrival curves for the output
functions Bi (t), under the constraints that Equation (3) is satisfied.
Without loss of generality, we can focus on flow i = 1 and consider the set of all flows j = i as one aggregate
flow. Thus we can limit ourselves to the case I = 2 and find an arrival curve for the output of flow 1.
In this paper, we focus on the case where the arrival curves αi are concave piecewise linear, which correspond
to constraints imposed by combination of leaky buckets. In Proposition 3.1, we focus on the case α1 (x) =
min{p1 x, b1 + r1 x}. This corresponds to the variable bit rate case, or T-SPEC, used by the IETF [5, 17] (we
neglect the MTU, consistent with our fluid model assumption); p1 is the peak rate, r1 the sustainable rate (we
assume that p1 ≥ r1 ) and b1 is the burst tolerance, or burstiness, of flow 1. We also assume that α2 (x) is
concave and piecewise linear, which is consistent with the fact that, flow 2 represents the aggregate of all flows
other than 1.
We fix the collection of parameters p1 , r1 , b1 and the function α2 (x) and call scenario any arbitrary collection
of functions (Ai (t))1≤i≤I that are wide-sense increasing and non-negative, and that satisfy Equation (3). The
corresponding output functions Bi (t) are given by Equation (2). For convenience, when necessary, we use a
super-index to identify a scenario. For example, for scenario γ, Biγ (t) is the output function of flow i and v γ (t)
is the minimum of t and the arrival time of the first bit leaving after t.
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Let Γ be the set of all scenarios. Our problem is now to find the best possible arrival curve α1∗ (x) for the output
flow B1 (t), in other words, we should have, for any scenario γ ∈ Γ:
for all t, s such that s ≤ t : B1γ (t) − B1γ (s) ≤ α1∗ (t − s)

(4)

and α1∗ should be as small as possible.
Call Breq := supx≥0 [α1 (x) + α2 (x) − Rx] the worst case buffer required for a loss-free operation. We assume
the finiteness condition
(5)
Breq < ∞
Otherwise, it can easily be seen that our problem has no finite solution.

3

Arrival Curve for the Output Flow

The following theorem gives the solution to our problem.
Theorem 3.1. Consider a FIFO system serving two flows, with the assumptions in Section 2. Define
α1∗ (x) = min{Rx, α1 (x + a1 (x))}
where a1 (x) is the maximum value for a from the set of couples (a ≥ 0, b ≥ 0) that solve Equation (6):
α1 (b + a + x) − α1 (a + x) + α2 (b) − R(a + b) = 0

(6)

Then
(1) α1∗ is an arrival curve for the output flow B1 (t)
(2) it is the best arrival curve that can be found under these assumptions
The theorem requires the solution of a one-dimensional maximization problem, in order to find a1 (x). We
give later in this section an algorithm (see Proposition 3.1) to perform this when α1 has the form α1 (x) =
min{p1 x, b1 + r1 x}. It can easily be generalized to the case where α1 is concave, piecewise linear.
Proof. First, note that the finiteness condition (5) implies that for any non-negative (a, b) satisfying (6) we have
a ≤ Breq /R, which in turn implies that a1 (x) is well defined and is unique.
Second, consider some arbitrary but fixed time interval [s, t]. To simplify the writing, we use the notation
sβ = v β (s). Define
• Λ1 (s, t) as the set of scenarios β ∈ Γ such that Aβ1 (t) − Aβ1 (sβ ) = α1 (t − sβ ).
• s1 the minimum value of sβ among all scenarios in Λ1 (s, t).
• Ψ1 (s, t) as the set of scenarios in β ∈ Λ1 (s, t) such that ∀β ∈ Ψ1 (s, t) (sβ = s1 ).
• Φ1 (s, t) as the set of scenarios β ∈ Λ1 (s, t) such that in time interval [sβ , sβ ) (where sβ denotes the
start of the busy period1 which last, at least, until sβ ) flow 1 injects α1 (t − sβ ) − α1 (t − sβ ) bits and
flow 2 injects α2 (sβ − sβ ) bits.
1

A busy period is a period where the server buffer is non-empty.
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Part (1). It follows from Lemma A.3 that the number of bits output by flow 1 in [s, t] is upper bounded by
α1 (t − s1 ). We now show that a := s − s1 is equal to a1 (x) defined in the theorem. This will establish
statement (1).
From Lemma A.7, we know that s1 is the minimum value of sβ among all scenarios in Φ1 (s, t). Now for any
scenario β ∈ Φ1 (s, t), the buffer occupancy at time sβ (denoted q) is:
α1 (t − sβ ) − α1 (t − sβ ) + α2 (sβ − sβ ) − R(sβ − sβ ) = q
Furthermore, since [sβ , s] is a busy period then q = (s − sβ )R. Thus, we have that:
α1 (b + a + x) − α1 (a + x) + α2 (b) − Rb = aR with b = sβ − sβ and a = s − sβ
which shows that a satisfies Equation 6 for some b ≥ 0. Conversely, Lemma A.8 shows that for any nonnegative (a, b) satisfying Equation 6, there is some scenario β ∈ Φ1 (s, t) such that b = sβ −sβ and a = s−sβ .
Thus the minimum s1 of all sβ is s − a1 (t − s).
Part (2). Follows immediately from Lemma A.4.
Proposition 3.1. In the case α1 (x) = min{p1 x, b1 + r1 x}, a1 (x) defined in Theorem 3.1 can be computed
with the following algorithm:
Step 1: Define extract(V ) as the function that, for a given set of intervals V returns the lower and upper
values of each interval (including +∞) and the angular points of α2 (i.e., the points where α2 changes
the value of its linearity) that lie within V .
Step 2: Solve α2 (b) + p1 b = (x1 − x)R where b ≥ 0 is the unknown.
• Case where there is no solution: Solve α2 (b) = (x1 − x)R + (R − r1 )b where b ≥ 0 is the unknown.
– Case where there is no solution: V1 = extract([0, ∞]), V2 = ∅ and V3 = ∅.
– Case where there is one solution, denoted v: V1 = extract([0, v]), V2 = ∅ and V3 =
extract([v, ∞]).
– Case where there is more than one solution: this can not happen.
• Case where there is one solution, denoted v: Solve α2 (b) = (x1 − x)R + (R − r1 )b where b ≥ 0
is the unknown.
– Case where there is no solution: V1 = ∅, V2 = extract([0, v]) and V3 = extract([v, ∞]).
– Case where there is one solution, denoted v  : V1 = extract([v  , ∞]), V2 = extract([0, v])
and V3 = extract([v, v  ]).
– Case where there are two solutions, denoted v  the minimum value and v  the maximum one:
V1 = extract([v  , v  ]), V2 = extract([0, v]) and V3 = extract([v, v  ], [v  , ∞]).
– Case where there are more than two solutions: this can not happen.
• Case where there is more than one solution: this can not happen.
Step 3: Define the following functions:
• f1 (b) =
• f2 (b) =
• f3 (b) =

α2 (b)+(r1 −R)b
R
α2 (b)+(p1 −R)b
R
α2 (b)+(r1 −R)b+(p1 −r1 )(x1 −x)
R+p1 −r1
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a1 (x) is the maximum value of fi (b) for all b ∈ Vi (with i = 1, 2, 3).
Proof. With some algebra, it can be shown that α1 (x + a + b) − α1 (x + a) = r1 (b − x ) + p1 x , where
1
x = max{0, min{b, x1 − (x + a)}} and x1 = p1b−r
.
1
Substituting this result in Equation 6 we have:

max{α2 (b) + (r1 − R)b, min{α2 (b) + (p1 − R)b, α2 (b) + (r1 − R)b + (p1 − r1 )(x1 − (x + a))}} = aR (7)
Now, by doing some algebra on Equation 7, we have:


 if
a=
if



α2 (b)+(r1 −R)b
+x≥
R
α2 (b)+p1 b
+ x ≤ x1
R

1 −R)b
x1 then α2 (b)+(r
R
1 −R)b
then α2 (b)+(p
R
α2 (b)+(r1 −R)b+(p1 −r1 )(x1 −x)
else
R+p1 −r1

(8)

Note that, since x1 is fixed, only one of the situations Equation 8 will occur (and consequently only one solution
is possible).
In order to obtain which values of b make a maximum we will take into account that the three functions in
Equation 8 are piecewise linear. Therefore, they take their maximum value at their angular points (which are in
fact the same as in α2 (b)) or at the points that bound the domain on b of each function. Consequently, to find
a1 (x) we only need to check the value of a at those points and take the maximum one.
The domain on b where each one of the three abovementioned functions must be used can be obtained by
considering the points where the straight line (x1 − x)R intersects with α2 (b) + p1 b (which is a concave
increasing function) and where the straight line (x1 − x)R + (R − r1 )b intersects with α2 (b) (which is also
a concave increasing function). Figs. 1(a) and 1(b) provide two graphical representations of the solutions in
Step 2.

Figures 2(a) and 2(b) provide two numerical applications that show the worst case arrival α1∗ for the output of
flow 1 predicted by Theorem 3.1.

4

Simulation Results

In this section we perform a simulation study of the model described in Section 2. The simulations have been
performed by means of a discrete event program that simulates the system at bit level.
In the first simulation, each input flow is conformed by a two-leaky bucket shaper that constraints them to match
the arrival curve defined by equation αi (x) = min{pi x, bi + ri x}, ∀i ∈ I. Note that, instead of considering
only two flows where flow 2 is an aggregate flow, we model them independently. Injected bits are served in
FIFO order at a rate R.
An extensive simulation has been performed by considering many different scenarios and measuring, for each
time interval, the number of bits belonging to each flow observed at the output. The arrival of packets to the
traffic shaper has been implemented by means of a normal distribution with mean ri and standard deviation pi .
Fig. 3 shows the same numerical application than in Fig. 2(a). It can be readily seen that all results are bounded
by our theoretical result. Furthermore, we found that such a theoretical result is also reached, which is consistent
with the fact that our bound is a worst case bound.
5

α2 (b) + p1 b
k
α2 (b)

α2 (0)
(x1 − x)R

k
v

b

(a) Case where there is no solution for α2 (b) + p1 b = (x1 − x)R for b ≥ 0.
k and k represent two values of the line (x1 − x)R + (R − r1 )b which
correspond to the case where α2 (b) = (x1 − x)R + (R − r1 )b for all b and
α2 (b) = (x1 − x)R + (R − r1 )b for one value of b.

k

α2 (b) + p1 b
k 
α2 (b)
k
(x1 − x)R
α2 (0)
v v  v 

v 

b

(b) Case where there is one solution for α2 (b) + p1 b = (x1 − x)R for b ≥ 0. k, k and
k represent three values of the line (x1 − x)R + (R − r1 )b which correspond to the case
where α2 (b) = (x1 − x)R + (R − r1 )b for all b, α2 (b) = (x1 − x)R + (R − r1 )b for
one value of b and α2 (b) = (x1 − x)R + (R − r1 )b for two values of b.

Figure 1: Representation of the solutions in Step 2 in Proposition 3.1.
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(a) Input flow 1 has arrival curve α1 (x) = min{10x, 15 + 3x} and input flow 2 has arrival curve
α2 (x) = min{8x, 10 + 3x}. The server rate is 7.
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(b) Input flow 1 has arrival curve α1 (x) = min{11x, 10 + x} and input flow 2 (which is the
aggregate of three flows) has arrival curve α2 (x) = min{11x, 10 + x} + min{11x, 20 + x} +
min{11x, 30 + x}. The server rate is 10.

Figure 2: Examples that show the worst case arrival α1∗ for the output of flow 1 predicted by Theorem 3.1.
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Figure 3: Worst case arrival curve α1∗ for the output of flow 1, predicted by Theorem 3.1, and arrival curve
α1∗∗ for the output of flow 1 obtained by simulation. The server rate is 7, α1 (x) = min{10x, 15 + 3x} and
α2 (x) = min{8x, 10 + 3x}. The curves B1i (x) show the number of bits observed at the output for three
different scenarios (a, b, c) varying the interval length.
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In a second experiment, we analyze how the sustainable rate of flow 2 affects α1∗ (x). As it was expected due to
our theoretical result, the increment in the sustainable ratio of flow 2 increases the value of α1∗ (x).
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Figure 4: Worst case arrival curves for the output of flow 1, predicted by Theorem 3.1 when varying the
sustainable rate of flow 2. The server rate is 10, α1 (x) = min{10x, 15 + 3x} and α2 (x) = min{8x, 10 + jx}
for j ∈ {1, 2, 5, 6}. α1∗j (x) represents the arrival curves for the output flow 1 when α2 (x) = min{8x, 10 + jx}.
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Previous Work

The state of art for aggregate multiplexing in general is surprisingly poor and so is the work done to obtain
output arrival curves for FIFO multiplexing. The only sources that we are aware of is a result by Cruz in [10],
which is reported and further elaborated in the book by Le Boudec and Thiran [17].
The main result that relates to our work can be summarized as follows. Take the same setting as in this paper,
but assume the peak rate of flow 1 is infinite, in other words, α1 (t) = r1 t + b1 . Otherwise, there is no special
assumption in α2 . It is shown in [17], chapter 6, that an arrival curve for the output of flow 1 is given by
8
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Figure 5: Worst case arrival curve α1∗ for the output of flow 1, predicted by Theorem 3.1 and arrival curve α1∗∗
for the output of flow 1 predicted by using network calculus. The server rate is 15, α1 (x) = min{10x, 10 + 2x}
and α2 (x) = min{50x, 1 + 10x}.

α1∗∗ (x) = min{Rx, b1 + r1 max(
∀u≥0

α2 (u) + (r1 − R)u
) + r1 x}
R

(9)

It can easily be shown, after some easy but tedious algebra, that Equation (9) coincides with the same bound
that we find in this paper. It is shown in [17] that (9) is the best bound that can be found under the assumption
that the peak rate of flow 1 is infinite, which is consistent with our result. Note that in the simple case where
all flows (not only flow 1) are constrained by a single leaky bucket, Equation (9) gives the formula (where
α2 (t) = r2 t + b2 ):
α1∗∗ (x) = min{Rx, b1 + r1

b2
+ r1 x}
R

(10)

which is interesting by its simplicity.
The method, introduced by Cruz in [10], first finds a family of service curves βθ , indexed by a real valued
parameter θ, and applies traditional network calculus results to derive an arrival curve for each value of θ.
Equation (9) is then obtained as by minimizing over θ.
If we remove the assumption that the peak rate of flow 1 is infinite, by using Chapter 6 in [17] we can derive an
arrival curve that can be expressed as:
α1∗∗ (x) = min{Rx, min{b∗1 + p1 x, b∗∗
1 + r1 x}}

(11)

α2 (u)+(r1 −R)u
1 −R)u
) and b∗∗
)
with b∗1 = p1 max∀u≥0 ( α2 (u)+(p
1 = b1 + r1 max∀u≥0 (
R
R

This bound, contrary to the previous cases, is not tight. Fig 5 provides a numerical example. This shows that
the previously known method does not give the worst case bound, contrary to our result in this paper. However,
there is the following relationship.
Proposition 5.1. Let α1∗ (x) be the output of flow 1, predicted by Theorem 3.1 and α1∗∗ (x) the output of flow 1
predicted by Equation 11. If x is large enough then α1∗ (x) = α1∗∗ (x).
Proof. First of all, note that both b∗1 and b∗∗
1 in Equation 11 are constants. Since p1 x grows quickly than r1 x
∗
then, for x large enough, b1 + p1 x will be bigger than b∗∗
1 + r1 x. Therefore, in this case we have that
9

α1∗∗ (x) = min{Rx, b∗∗
1 + r1 x}

(12)

1 −R)b
+ x ≥ x1 for all b ≥ 0. By using the
On the other hand, if x is large enough then we have that α2 (b)+(r
R
α2 (b)+(r1 −R)b
).
Equation 8 in Proposition 3.1, we know that a1 (x) = max∀b≥0 (
R

Substituting this value in Theorem 3.1, we have that:
α2 (b) + (r1 − R)b
))}
R
α2 (b) + (r1 − R)b
) + r1 x}
= min{Rx, b1 + r1 max(
∀b≥0
R
= min{Rx, b∗∗
1 + r1 x}

α1∗ (x) = min{Rx, α1 (x + max(
∀b≥0

(13)

=α1∗∗ (x)
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Conclusions

In this paper we have analyzed the impact of FIFO multiplexing in the case where the arrival curve constraints
for the input flows are concave piecewise linear functions (which are common in practice and correspond to
combinations of leaky buckets). We found a worst case bound when the FIFO node is a constant rate server.
Furthermore, we also provide a numerical algorithm to compute such a worst case bound in the case where α1
corresponds to the variable bit rate case (or T-SPEC) used by the IETF.
Comparing our bound to previous ones (based on a service curve approach [10, 17]), we found that if the arrival
curve constraints are defined by a single leaky bucket, these bounds coincide with ours. However, in the general
case, this does not hold any more, and the previous bounds may not be tight.
Our results have some potential applications. In particular, they may be relevant for the Expedited Forwarding
Service (EF) [14], a service which has been developed in the Differentiated Services Working Group of IETF [3].
The goal of the EF is to provide to an aggregate of flows some hard delay guarantees by means of ensuring
that, at each hop, the aggregate requiring EF treatment receives service rate exceeding the total bandwidth
requirements of all flows in the aggregate at this hop.
Some issues require further study. In this work, we used a fluid approach and, even though we know that
packetization effects are likely to impact our results by one maximum packet size [7, 15], understanding these
effects appears to be an important issue.
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A

Proof of Lemmas

The following lemma shows that, for any non–greedy scenario β for flow 1 in time interval [sβ , t], there is
another greedy scenario γ for flow 1 in time interval [sγ , t] (with sγ > sβ ) that injects more flow 1 bits than
scenario β in time interval [sβ , t].
Lemma A.1. Let β be a scenario in Γ such that, in time interval [sβ , t], flow 1 injects K < α1 (t − sβ ) bits.
Then, there is a scenario γ (with sγ > sβ ) such that, in time interval [sγ , t], flow 1 injects K = α1 (t − sγ ) bits.
Proof.

1. Case K ≤ α1 (t − s): Take a scenario γ such that:
(a) Flow 2 does not inject any bit.
(b) Flow 1 injects α1 (t − s) bits in time interval [s, t] and no bit in the rest of intervals.
In such a scenario sγ = s and the number of flow 1 injected bits in time interval [sγ , t] is α1 (t − sγ ).

2. Case K > α1 (t − s): Take a scenario γ (see Fig. 6) such that:
(a) Flow 2 behaves as in scenario β.
(b) Flow 1 behaves as in scenario β until time instant immediately before sβ .
(c) Flow 1 injects no bits after time instant t.
(d) ∃r : sβ < r < s (Aγ1 (t) − Aγ1 (r) = α1 (t − r) = K)
(e) ∀m : r ≤ m ≤ t (Aγ1 (m) − Aγ1 (r) = α1 (m − r))

In such a scenario, it can be readily seen that:
• sγ is located at the first flow 1 bit injected after sβ . That is, it is located at time instant r.
• The number of flow 1 bits injected in time interval [sγ , t] is α1 (t − r). As sγ = r then α1 (t − sγ ).
Therefore, we have that, in time interval [sγ , t], flow 1 injects K = α1 (t − sγ ) bits, which proves the
lemma.
However, it is also necessary to prove that γ is a valid scenario in accordance with the constraint curve
for the arrival function. That is, it must be proved that the following holds
∀a, b : a ≤ b (Aγ1 (b) − Aγ1 (a) ≤ α1 (b − a))
(a) Case b < sβ : Immediate, since Aγ1 (b) − Aγ1 (a) = Aβ1 (b) − Aβ1 (a) ≤ α1 (b − a).
(b) Case sβ ≤ b ≤ t:
i. Case r ≤ a: Immediate.
ii. Case r > a:
By contradiction. Assume that Aγ1 (b)−Aγ1 (a) > α1 (b−a). That is, α1 (b−r)+d > α1 (b−a),
where d is the number of flow 1 bits injected in time interval [a, r).
As α1 is concave 2 , we have that ∀l ≥ 0 : α1 (b − r + l) + d > α1 (b − a + l). If we take
l = t − b then α1 (t − r) + d > α1 (t − a).
Note that, if f is concave, then the increment f (y + l) − f (x + l) is wide-sense decreasing with l (where x < y and l > 0), thus
f (x) + d > f (y) implies ∀l ≥ 0 : f (x + l) + d > f (y + l).
2
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Figure 6: Scenario γ for Lemma A.1 showing the amount of flow 1 bits injected in different time intervals.
By construction of γ, we have that Aγ1 (t) − Aγ1 (a) = α1 (t − r) + d > α1 (t − a).
However, by construction of γ we also have that Aγ1 (t)−Aγ1 (a) = Aβ1 (t)−Aβ1 (a) ≤ α1 (t−a).
We reach a contradiction.
(c) Case t < b:
i. Case a > t: Immediate since Aγ1 (b) − Aγ1 (a) = 0 ≤ α1 (b − a).
ii. Case a ≤ t: Immediate since Aγ1 (b) − Aγ1 (a) = Aγ1 (t) − Aγ1 (a) ≤ α1 (t − a) ≤ α1 (b − a).

Now, we state the next lemma which shows that the number of flow 1 bits injected for any scenario β in time
interval [sβ , t] must be, at most, α1 (t − s1 ).
Lemma A.2. For any time interval [s, t], we have that ∀β ∈ Γ (Aβ1 (t) − Aβ1 (sβ ) ≤ α1 (t − s1 )).
Proof. By contradiction. Assume there is a scenario γ, such that, for some time interval [s, t], Aγ1 (t)−Aγ1 (sγ ) >
α1 (t − s1 ).
• Case sγ ≥ s1 : since Aγ1 (t) − Aγ1 (sγ ) ≤ α1 (t − sγ ) and α1 (t − sγ ) ≤ α1 (t − s1 ) then Aγ1 (t) − Aγ1 (sγ ) ≤
α1 (t − s1 ). We reach a contradiction.
• Case s < sγ < s1 :
– Case Aγ1 (t) − Aγ1 (sγ ) = α1 (t − sγ ): This implies that Aγ1 (t) − Aγ1 (sγ ) ≤ α1 (t − s1 ). We reach a
contradiction.
– Case Aγ1 (t) − Aγ1 (sγ ) < α1 (t − sγ ): From Lemma A.1, there is a scenario φ such that Aγ1 (t) −
Aγ1 (sγ ) ≤ Aφ1 (t) − Aφ1 (sφ ) = α1 (t − sφ ), being sφ > sγ .
However, this implies that Aφ1 (t) − Aφ1 (sφ ) ≤ α1 (t − s1 ) and consequently Aγ1 (t) − Aγ1 (sγ ) ≤
α1 (t − s1 ). We reach a contradiction.

• Case sγ = s: since Aγ1 (t) − Aγ1 (sγ ) ≤ α1 (t − s) and α1 (t − s) ≤ α1 (t − s1 ) then Aγ1 (t) − Aγ1 (sγ ) ≤
α1 (t − s1 ). We reach a contradiction.

From the previous lemma, we can derive the following lemma. Roughly speaking it states that α1∗ (t − s) =
min{R(t − s), α1 (t − s1 )} is a valid arrival curve for the function B1 .
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Lemma A.3. For any time interval [s, t], we have that ∀β ∈ Γ (B1β (t) − B1β (s) ≤ min{R(t − s), Aβ1 (t) −
Aβ1 (sβ )} ≤ min{R(t − s), α1 (t − s1 )}).
Proof. Immediate. On the first hand, given a time interval [s, t], the FIFO buffer can not transmit at a rate
higher than R (i.e., R(t − s)). Furthermore, the FIFO server can not transmit, in time interval [s, t], more that
what is injected in time interval [sβ , t], which, as shown in Lemma A.2, is at most α1 (t − s1 ).
Now, we prove that the abovementioned arrival curve is optimal in the sense that, for each flow and time
interval, there is a scenario for which the formula in Definition 4 is exactly an equality.
Lemma A.4. For any time interval [s, t], we have that ∃β ∈ Ψ1 (s, t) (B1β (t)−B1β (s) = min{R(t−s), α1 (t−
s1 )}).
Proof. Take some scenario γ ∈ Ψ1 (s, t). Now, take another scenario β such that:
1. Flow 2 behaves as in scenario γ until time instant immediately before s1 and then stops injecting.
2. Flow 1 behaves as in scenario γ until time instant immediately before s1 .
3. Flow 1 injects no bits after time instant t.
4. ∀m : s1 ≤ m ≤ t (Aβ1 (m) − Aβ1 (s1 ) = α1 (m − s1 ))
First, we prove that β is a valid scenario in accordance with the constraint curve for the arrival function. That
is, we will prove that the following holds:
∀a, b : a ≤ b (Aβ1 (b) − Aβ1 (a) ≤ α1 (b − a))
1. Case b < s1 : Immediate, since Aβ1 (b) − Aβ1 (a) = Aγ1 (b) − Aγ1 (a) ≤ α1 (b − a).
2. Case s1 ≤ b ≤ t:
(a) Case s1 ≤ a: Immediate (by condition 4)
(b) Case s1 > a:
By contradiction. Assume that Aβ1 (b) − Aβ1 (a) > α1 (b − a). That is, α1 (b − s1 ) + d > α1 (b − a),
where d is the number of flow 1 bits injected in time interval [a, s1 ).
As α1 is concave we have that ∀l ≥ 0 : α1 (b − s1 + l) + d > α1 (b − a + l). If we take l = t − b
then α1 (t − s1 ) + d > α1 (t − a).
By construction of β, we have that Aβ1 (t) − Aβ1 (a) = α1 (t − s1 ) + d > α1 (t − a).

However, by construction of γ we also have that Aβ1 (t) − Aβ1 (a) = Aγ1 (t) − Aγ1 (a) ≤ α1 (t − a).
We reach a contradiction.
3. Case t < b:
(a) Case a > t: Immediate since Aβ1 (b) − Aβ1 (a) = 0 ≤ α1 (b − a).
(b) Case a ≤ t: Immediate since Aβ1 (b) − Aβ1 (a) = Aβ1 (t) − Aβ1 (a) ≤ α1 (t − a) ≤ α1 (b − a).
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Therefore, we have that β ∈ Ψ1 (s, t) and that it behaves in a greedy fashion in time interval [s1 , t]. Consequently, the buffer content at time instant r ∈ (s, t] will be q(r) = max{0, α1 (r − s1 ) − R(r − s)}.
Thus, we have that:
• Case R(t − s) < α1 (t − s1 ): at time instant t, we have that q(t) > 0. That means that not all injected
packets have been transmitted and since FIFO is work conserving then R(t − s) flow 1 bits have be
transmitted.
• Case R(t − s) ≥ α1 (t − s1 ): since R(t − s) ≥ α1 (t − s1 ) then, at time instant t, we have that q(t) = 0.
This means that all bits injected in time interval [s1 , t] have been transmitted at time t. Namely, α1 (t−s1 ).

Lemma A.5. Ψ1 (s, t) ⊆ Φ1 (s, t).
Proof. By contradiction. Consider a scenario γ ∈ Ψ1 (s, t) such that in time interval [sγ , s1 ) either flow 1
injects K < α1 (t − sγ ) − α1 (t − s1 ) bits or flow 2 injects K  < α2 (s1 − sγ ) bits (or both things). Clearly
γ ∈ Φ1 (s, t).
Now, take a scenario β such that:
1. Flows 1 and 2 start injecting bits after at time sγ .
2. Flow 1 injects no bits after time instant t.
3. Flow 2 injects no bits after time instant s1 .
4. ∀m : sγ ≤ m ≤ t (Aβ1 (t) − Aβ1 (m) = α1 (t − m)).
5. ∀m : sγ ≤ m ≤ s1 (Aβ2 (m) − Aβ2 (sγ ) = α2 (m − sγ )).
Clearly, β is a valid scenario in accordance with the constraint curve for the arrival function.
Now, we can see that the number of bits injected in time interval [sγ , s1 ) is bigger in β than in γ. Namely, in
β is α1 (t − sγ ) − α1 (t − s1 ) + α2 (s1 − sγ ) and in γ is K + K  . Consequently sβ < s1 .
As (by Condition 4) ∀m : sγ ≤ m ≤ t (Aβ1 (t) − Aβ1 (m) = α1 (t − m)), we reach a contradiction just taking
m = sβ .
Lemma A.6. For each scenario β ∈ Φ1 (s, t), there is another scenario γ ∈ Φ1 (s, t) with sγ = sβ and
sγ = sβ such that in time interval [sγ , t] flow 1 injects α1 (t − sγ ) bits.
Proof. Take a scenario γ such that:
1. Flow 2 behaves as in scenario β.
2. Flow 1 starts injecting bits at time instant sβ .
3. Flow 1 injects no bits after time instant t.
4. Flow 1 injects α1 (t − sβ ) − α1 (t − sβ ) bits in time interval [sβ , sβ ) in a greedy fashion.
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5. ∀m : sβ ≤ m ≤ t (Aγ1 (t) − Aγ1 (m) = α1 (t − m))
It can be readily seen that γ is a valid scenario in accordance with the constraint curve for the arrival function.
Indeed, regarding flow 2 scenario γ behaves as in scenario β. Regarding flow 1, we will prove that the following
holds:
∀a, b : a ≤ b (Aγ1 (b) − Aγ1 (a) ≤ α1 (b − a))
1. Case b < sβ : Immediate.
2. Case sβ ≤ b ≤ t: Let c be the first time instant in time interval [sβ , sβ ) where flow 1 stops injecting bits.
Remember that flow 1 in such a interval injects a given number of bits (namely α1 (t − sβ ) − α1 (t − sβ ))
in a greedy fashion.
(a) Case c ≤ a: Immediate.
(b) Case c > a: By contradiction. Assume that Aγ1 (b) − Aγ1 (a) > α1 (b − a). By construction
of γ we have that Aγ1 (t) − Aγ1 (sβ ) = α1 (a − sβ ) + α1 (t − b) + Aγ1 (b) − Aγ1 (a) > α1 (a −
sβ ) + α1 (t − b) + α1 (b − a) > α1 (t − sβ ). However, by construction of γ we also know that
Aγ1 (t) − Aγ1 (sβ ) = α1 (t − sβ ). We reach a contradiction.
3. Case t < b:
(a) Case a > t: Immediate since Aγ1 (b) − Aγ1 (a) = 0 ≤ α1 (b − a).

(b) Case a ≤ t: Immediate since Aγ1 (b) − Aγ1 (a) = Aγ1 (t) − Aγ1 (a) ≤ α1 (t − a) ≤ α1 (b − a).
Because of the γ definition (see Condition 4), the number of flow 1 bits injected in time interval [sβ , m] (for
all sβ ≤ m < sβ )) in γ is greater or equal than in β. Therefore, [sβ , sβ ) is also a busy period in scenario
γ. Now, since the number of flow 1 injected bits in [sβ , sβ ) is the same in both scenarios (namely, it is
α1 (t − sβ ) − α1 (t − sβ )), we have that sγ = sβ and sγ = sβ .
Furthermore, as Aγ1 (sβ ) − Aγ1 (sβ ) = α1 (t − sβ ) − α1 (t − sβ ) and Aγ1 (t) − Aγ1 (sβ ) = α1 (t − sβ ) then
Aγ1 (t) − Aγ1 (sβ ) = α1 (t − sβ ). This ends the proof.
Lemma A.7. s1 is the minimum value of sβ among all scenarios in Φ1 (s, t).
Proof. By contradiction. Assume that the minimum value of sβ among all scenarios in Φ1 (s, t), denoted s2 , is
not s1 .
• Case s2 < s1 : By Lemma A.6, we can obtain a scenario γ ∈ Φ1 (s, t) such that, in time interval [s2 , t]
flow 1 injects α1 (t − s2 ). Thus γ ∈ Λ1 (s, t). Consequently, s1 is not the minimum value of sβ among
all scenarios in Λ1 (s, t) and (by definition of s1 ) we reach a contradiction.
• Case s2 > s1 : By Lemma A.5, Ψ1 (s, t) ⊆ Φ1 (s, t). We reach a contradiction.

Lemma A.8. For any non-negative (a, b) satisfying Equation 6, there is some scenario β ∈ Φ1 (s, t) such that
b = sβ − sβ and a = s − sβ .
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Proof. For a given time interval [s, t], take a scenario β such that:
1. Flows 1 and 2 start injecting bits at time instant s − (a + b).
2. Flows 1 and 2 stop injecting bits at time instant s − a.
3. Flow 1 injects α1 (b + a + x) − α1 (a + x) bits in time interval [s − (a + b), s − a) in a greedy fashion.
4. Flow 2 injects α2 (b) bits in time interval [s − (a + b), s − a) in a greedy fashion.
5. (a, b) satisfy Equation 6.
Clearly β is a valid scenario in accordance with the constraint curve for the arrival function. We must prove
that a = s − sβ and b = sβ − sβ .
Since in time interval [s − (a + b), s − a) both flow 1 and 2 are greedy and since α1 (b + a + x) − α1 (a +
x) + α2 (b) − Rb = Ra > 0 then time interval [s − (a + b), s − a) is a busy period. Furthermore, the buffer
occupancy at time s − a will be Ra. Consequently, by time s all those bits will be transmitted.
This shows that sβ = s − a and sβ = s − (a + b) = sβ − b, which proves the lemma.
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